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Abstract
RefFS is the first concurrent file system that guarantees

both liveness and safety, backed by a machine-checkable
proof. Unlike earlier concurrent file systems, RefFS prov-
ably avoids termination bugs such as livelocks and deadlocks,
through the dynamically layered definite releases specifica-
tion. This specification enables handling of general block-
ing scenarios (including ad-hoc synchronization), facilitates
modular reasoning for nested blocking, and eliminates the
possibility of circular blocking.

The methodology underlying the aforementioned specifi-
cation is integrated into a framework called MoLi (Modular
Liveness Verification). This framework helps developers ver-
ify concurrent file systems. We further validate the correctness
of the locking scheme for the Linux Virtual File System (VFS).
Remarkably, even without conducting code proofs, we uncov-
ered a critical flaw in a recent version of the locking scheme,
which may lead to deadlocks of the entire OS (confirmed
by Linux maintainers). RefFS achieves better overall perfor-
mance than AtomFS, a state-of-the-art, verified concurrent
file system without the liveness guarantee.

1 Introduction

This paper presents RefFS, a concurrent file system with a
mechanized proof of both safety and liveness properties. Live-
ness means that each operation of RefFS provably terminates
under the assumption of fair scheduling. The proof rules out a
wide range of bugs that occur in concurrent file systems [67],
such as deadlocks, livelocks, and infinite loops.

Proving the absence of termination bugs is important, be-
cause they are too subtle to be correctly handled by developers.
For instance [5], a task might not deadlock with another task
via a direct ABBA1 pattern, but instead through a complex
circular dependency chain involving multiple tasks. A wide
range of other termination bugs [54] occur, posing a threat to
the software system. Once triggered, these bugs can lead to
serious consequences, such as a system hang [16].

Testing and program analysis techniques (see §2 for more
detail) have been used to detect (a subclass of) termination
bugs. Although effective in practice, they cannot cover all
possible cases. Formal verification is a promising approach.
Researchers have made tremendous progress in concurrent

1One acquires locks in the order of AB while another in the order of BA.

file system verification [20, 101] and liveness verification [43,
56, 74]. Yet, modular liveness verification (focusing on one
operation or one line of code at a time) of concurrent file
systems remains an open problem.

In principle, proving liveness requires a well-foundedness
argument [2, 60], i.e., within a finite number of steps, some
progress event happens. For a sequential program, a well-
founded metric such as the remaining steps of the program
measures its progress [46, 66]. With each step, the metric
must decrease, but not infinitely. Hence, the program provably
terminates after running out the metric.

Unfortunately, proving liveness for a concurrent file sys-
tem still faces the following challenges. First, the approach
should support general blocking scenarios. A thread that is
blocked in a busy waiting loop (e.g., to acquire a lock) cannot
achieve progress by its own steps, but relies on the steps of
other threads (e.g., the thread owning the lock). We aim for
general busy waiting loops. This should be distinguished from
work [12, 48] that supports only lock primitives, ignoring ad-
hoc synchronization, which is common in file systems (see
§2).

Furthermore, it is important to support modular reasoning,
even though nested blocking causes progress dependencies
between threads. Consider the following case. An unlink
operation owns parent and requests child. Thread t1 that
tries to acquire parent is blocked by unlink, which itself
is blocked by another thread t2 that owns child. A metric
for t1’s progress towards acquiring parent would include
not only unlink’s steps to release parent, but also t2’s steps
to release child. The latter contributes to t1’s progress in-
directly. Explicitly considering such indirect steps hampers
modularity. This issue becomes more pronounced with more
threads chained by nested blocking.

Last but not least, the approach should prevent circular
nested blocking. While an intuitive approach might specify a
static order for nested blocking, the complexity of file systems
introduces diverse and dynamic blocking order. On the one
hand, file systems exhibit diverse nested blocking scenarios,
with different blocking orders and concurrently executed by
multiple threads. On the other hand, these nested blocking
scenarios exhibit dynamic order, i.e., the exact rank of some
specific blocking event cannot be known statically. For in-
stance, the parent-child nested blocking of unlink refers to
a dynamic set of inode pairs as a file system evolves. Two
inodes with parent-child relation may swap their positions, ex-



hibiting opposite orders in unlink. In rename, the blocking
order of old and new parents is also unknown in advance. To
avoid circular dependency, formally capturing the blocking
order is essential but extremely challenging.

To meet such challenges, this paper makes the following
contributions:

• A methodology for proving liveness, based on an acyclic
waits-for graph. A vertex refers to an action waited by a
blocked thread. The blocking thread must definitely fulfill
the action. A directed edge represents a waits-for depen-
dency between actions. To avoid circular dependencies,
the waits-for graph must be acyclic.

• The dynamically layered definite releases (DLDR) specifi-
cation, which supports modular liveness reasoning about
concurrent file systems, with the following key ideas. (1)
Definite release specifies that an acquired lock will always
be released. (2) It proves termination of ad-hoc busy wait-
ing lock loop based on a metric-decreasing idea. (3) We
assign each definite release a layer, and allow a definite
release to wait for only a higher-numbered one. Acquiring
a lock waits only for the definite release of the lock (direct
steps); layers decouple dependencies between definite re-
leases (indirect steps), achieving modular reasoning. (4)
The layering has two components: one follows the file
system hierarchy (a parent may wait for a child), which is
acyclic by definition; a temporary dependency models the
non-deterministic blocking order in rename, and ensures
acyclicity by construction.

• A protocol-level proof of Linux VFS’s locking scheme
based on an extension of the DLDR specification. The
proof follows the Linux directory locking documenta-
tion [29]. We found a serious deadlock flaw; it was con-
firmed and fixed (we prove the fix correct).

• The MoLi framework for verifying termination and func-
tional correctness of concurrent file systems. MoLi sup-
ports (1) definite releases with dynamic layers to achieve
modular termination reasoning, and (2) non-atomic ab-
stract operations to model non-atomic implementations.
The framework is mechanized in Coq to ensure the relia-
bility of the verification. Currently, MoLi does not support
crash safety. MoLi’s soundness has been formally proved
on paper (a mechanized Coq proof is left as future work).

• The RefFS file system, the first modularly-verified con-
current file system with termination guarantees. RefFS
supports highly concurrent path traversal using reference
counting (refcount) [30]. Users are not bothered by the
more fine-grained behaviors because the abstraction of
RefFS hides refcounts, locks, and internal data structures,
and exhibits atomic directory lookups.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §2 motivates
this work with a study of termination bugs. §3 explains the

MoLi methodology. §4 introduces the DLDR specification
and its extension to directory locking in Linux. §5 describes
the MoLi framework. §6 presents RefFS’s design and veri-
fication. §7 evaluates RefFS and MoLi. §8 relates MoLi to
previous work. §9 concludes.

2 Motivation

2.1 Study of Termination Bugs

Termination bugs cover a wide range, from non-concurrent
ones (such as infinite loops) to concurrent ones (such as dead-
locks and livelocks). A recent survey [16] on security vul-
nerabilities in file systems shows that about 7% of CVEs are
related to non-termination. A prior study [67] on file system
patches reveals that up to 40% of concurrency bugs are due to
deadlocks. Deadlock-related semantic bugs are hard to diag-
nose, e.g., misuse of the GFP_KERNEL flag [70], and may hurt
the system for years.

From a verification perspective, this raises several impor-
tant questions: (1) How can one classify these bugs based on
the challenges they pose for verification? (2) What are the
primary classes of termination bugs? (3) What makes these
bugs dominant and challenging to avoid? Answering these
questions can help focus our verification efforts. Therefore,
we performed a comprehensive study of termination bugs in
Linux file systems (from 2020 to 2023). We collected 213
bugs in total by reading commit messages of patches [54]. We
make the following observations.

Bug classification. Termination bugs can be classified based
on whether they are concurrency bugs or not. 18% of termina-
tion bugs are non-concurrent. They include infinite loops
or recursion, due mainly to logic mistakes (e.g., missing
checks [82]) or generic errors (e.g., inappropriate trunca-
tion [42] or overflow [94]). 82% of termination bugs are
concurrent. Within concurrent bugs, 95% of them are dead-
locks and 5% are livelocks. Deadlock occurs when a thread
becomes blocked, waiting for a specific action that never hap-
pens, and none of the involved threads can make progress.
In livelock, a thread is constantly delayed, resulting in an
inability to make progress.

Let us now look into deadlocks to understand the underly-
ing factors contributing to their prevalence.

Ad-hoc synchronization. 46% of deadlocks (all percentages
hereafter are relative to deadlocks) involve ad-hoc synchro-
nization, where a thread is waiting for a specific event, such
as transaction completion [11], flushing of dirty inodes [9],
or other custom synchronization points [76, 90]. Deadlock
analysis tools commonly focus on well-known and structured
synchronization patterns, e.g., lock acquisition and release,
but ad-hoc synchronization often lacks such patterns, which
makes it challenging to analyze and detect.

Nested blocking. 21% of deadlocks are of type AA, where



a thread is blocked by itself [25, 72]. The remaining 79%
involve nested blocking. Nested blocking occurs when a task
that is blocking another task, gets blocked itself. For instance,
nested acquisition of locks may cause nested blocking. 42%
of deadlocks involve both nested blocking and ad-hoc syn-
chronization [1, 24]. 23% of deadlocks involve at least three
concurrent tasks [4, 7]. To prevent such bugs, it is necessary
to examine, not only the local blocking order, but also the
absence of global, circular dependencies within the system.
However, existing approaches often fail to present a global
order of dependencies, hampering the ability to detect such
deadlocks effectively.

Dynamic order. 8% of deadlocks exhibit a dynamic block-
ing order, where the exact order between two blocking
events cannot be predetermined. For instance, object removal
(unlink/rmdir) acquires inode locks in a parent-child order,
with the definitions of “parent” and “child” based on the cur-
rent state of the file tree. As the file tree evolves, the set of
inode pairs that satisfy this parent-child relationship dynami-
cally changes. Similarly, many other data structures, such as
the forest structure in BTRFS and various list implementa-
tions, also exhibit dynamic blocking order. These scenarios
further contribute to the complexity of the issue. Even for ex-
perts in the domain, mistakes still occur [10,86,87], highlight-
ing the difficulty of effectively managing these complexities.

To summarize, this paper focuses primarily on addressing
the deadlock-related challenges in file systems, i.e., ad-hoc
synchronization (§4.1), nested blocking (§4.2), and dynamic
order (§4.3). We briefly discuss the support for livelocks
(§4.5) and non-concurrent bugs (§5.3).

2.2 Limitations of Previous Work
There are a number of program-analysis-based techniques that
aim at detecting deadlock [51, 91], livelock [13] or infinite
loop [15,17] respectively. Although effective in practice, their
common problem is false positives. Programmers still have
to manually confirm or reproduce the bug.

Various fuzzing-based testing tools [38, 50] can also re-
veal termination bugs. However, they and previous program-
analysis tools cannot avoid false negatives.

For instance, the Linux kernel has a runtime validator to
check locking correctness [31]. Users inform the validator of
the hierarchy (a fixed order) between lock objects. This has
the following drawbacks. First, the validator does not recog-
nize ad-hoc synchronization. Second, it does not provide a
general principle on how to handle dynamic locking order,
whose hierarchy cannot be predetermined. Third, the annota-
tions by developers may be wrong or insufficient, giving rise
to both false positives [95] and false negatives.

Some efforts support deadlock-freedom (DF) verifica-
tion [12, 48, 62, 93]. They track dependencies between block-
ing primitives to prevent circular blocking. This approach
treats deadlock-freedom as a safety property, and does not
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Figure 1: The MoLi methodology for proving termina-
tion. Waits-for graph consists of definite actions (vertices)
and waits-for dependencies (edges). In (c), the dependencies
between D1 and D2 are different at different states.

prevent livelocks or non-termination of critical sections. They
often assume known lock primitives, and do not apply to
ad-hoc synchronization.

Some of these DF efforts [14,61] also have limited support
for dynamic lock orders. They consider only situations where
a lock order change has local effects, i.e., it suffices to locally
check some ordering constraints of the current operation to
ensure acyclicity, without considering concurrent operations.
For instance, for a rotation of a balanced tree, it suffices to
check only the relations between the moved nodes, to ensure
a global tree-based partial order. However, in a file system,
it is necessary to check the absence of circular dependen-
cies globally after the order change, which requires nontrivial
concurrency reasoning (see §4.3 for more detail).

There is theoretical work [32, 64] to help reason about gen-
eral blocking scenarios. LiLi [64] proposes a program logic
to support the verification of starvation freedom and deadlock
freedom. But LiLi does not support layered reasoning (see
§4.2), and thus does not allow modular reasoning over nested
blocking (i.e., verifying each line of code independently).
TaDA Live [32] introduces layers to capture blocking orders,
but it does not support layer changes caused by concurrent
operations. Neither TaDA Live nor LiLi has a mechanical
framework or an executable implementation.

3 The MoLi Methodology

Our approach to proving liveness is to exhibit an acyclic waits-
for graph. A vertex is an action that a blocked thread is waiting
for. A directed edge represents a waits-for dependency be-
tween actions. The waits-for graph shrinks as follows (we will
discuss its growth in §4.5). Vertices with out-degree zero (not
waiting for anything) must be unblocked to be removed from
the graph. New vertices become leaves and are unblocked.
Consequently, all waited actions eventually happen, creating
progress for the blocked threads. Below, we discuss how this
approach handles the challenges of file systems.

To support general blocking scenarios, MoLi borrows ideas
from previous work [64]: a thread t is blocked when another



thread does not fulfill the unblocking action that t is waiting
for (e.g., releasing the lock or finishing the transaction); thus,
the specification should describe actions that one thread will
definitely fulfill (Fig. 1a). All such definite actions should be
specified by proof authors, and constitute the vertices of the
waits-for graph (Fig. 1c).

In nested blocking, a definite action, e.g., releasing lock L1
by thread t, gets blocked and waits for another definite action,
e.g., releasing lock L2 by another thread. We represent this
waits-for dependency as a directed edge. To capture acyclic-
ity, MoLi requires proof authors to layer vertices so that a
vertex only waits for a higher-numbered vertex (Fig. 1b). For
instance, proof authors can define the layers as the reverse
topological order of the waits-for graph.

To capture the dynamic order of nested blocking, MoLi
allows to define layers dynamically according to the system
state. For instance (Fig. 1c), definite action D1 waits for D2
in one state, while this dependency may be the opposite in a
different state. The layers reflect the waits-for dependencies
of the current state.

To ensure acyclicity despite layer changes, MoLi enforces a
dependency condition on layers: for any ongoing dependency
between definite actions, their layer relation represents this
dependency and stays unchanged despite state changes. For
instance, as long as definite action D1 waits for D2, the layer
of D1 must remain less than D2 despite state changes. Be-
cause all ongoing dependencies are immune to state changes,
the system is never in danger of circular dependency.

We now explain in more detail how to apply this methodol-
ogy to a concurrent file system.

4 Dynamically Layered Definite Releases

Directory locking refers to the locking scheme used for di-
rectory operations. Ensuring its correctness is important yet
challenging. We tackle the challenges by introducing the dy-
namically layered definite releases specification (§4.1-4.3).
Then, we apply the specification to the Linux Virtual File
System (VFS) (§4.4) and discuss how to support delay (§4.5).

4.1 Definite Release

The rule for concurrent access in a Linux FS is to protect each
inode with its own associated, fine-grained lock. A thread t
acquiring a lock may be blocked by another thread holding
the lock. To prove t’s termination, we need to show that t will
eventually become unblocked. Consider the code snippet in
Fig. 2a2. The code traverses from the cur directory and looks
up the name path[i] to find the next inode. The lookup is
protected by holding the lock on cur, and the lock is released
afterward. Assume all threads only execute this piece of code.

2This simplified version is incorrect because it omits reference counting;
we will fix this in §6

// Pre: no lock owned
while(path[i]!=NULL)
lock(cur);
next=lookup(cur,path[i]);
if (next==NULL) {
unlock(cur); return;}

unlock(cur);
cur=next; i++;

}
(a) traversal loop.

def lock(cur):
int i;
i=getAndInc(cur.next);
while(i!=cur.owner){}

def unlock(cur):
cur.owner=cur.owner+1;

(b) ticket lock.

Figure 2: Single locking in path traversal. Termination of
lock(cur) relies on other threads releasing the lock by in-
creasing cur.owner.

A fair lock, such as a ticket lock (Fig. 2b), is used to ensure
termination; every thread lines up for the lock by getting a
ticket. A thread acquires the lock if its ticket equals owner,
and releases the lock by increasing the owner. The question
is why the lock(cur) statement would terminate.

Blocking is caused by the absence of environmental be-
havior, e.g., not releasing the lock. To prove termination, the
specification should describe the certainty of some state tran-
sition. For lock-based blocking, we propose a domain-specific
specification called definite release.
Definition 1 (Definite Release)

Definite release says, for some thread t and lock, if t
owns the lock, t will eventually release the lock.

Definite release is inspired by the definite action notion
proposed by LiLi [64], which can characterize an action that
will definitely happen. However, one key difference is that
definite action in LiLi does not support layered reasoning,
and thus cannot modularly handle nested locking (see §4.2).

Specifically, definite release (D) specifies a state transition:
“t owns the lock” ; “t releases the lock”, where, informally,
the notation ; states that the state transition eventually hap-
pens. Definite release supports busy-waiting lock loops (not
just lock primitives). For instance, definite release of a ticket
lock can be formalized as (owner= t.i); (owner= t.i+1),
where t.i means the local variable i of thread t.

Rely-guarantee style reasoning. Definite release establishes
a protocol that helps reason about the termination of locks as
follows. First, once acquired, the release of a lock must be
guaranteed by each thread. Second, to prove the termination
of a lock, a thread may rely on some other thread releasing
the lock. However, the above protocol does not avoid circular
reasoning, which is usually unsound in proving termination.
For instance, in a deadlock, each thread relies on the other
to release, but this is circular and will never happen. LiLi’s
approach fixes this by requiring that each thread fulfills a
definite release without waiting itself for any definite release.

Definite release achieves thread-modular verification of
Fig. 2, focusing on one thread at a time, rather than explicitly
considering steps of concurrent threads. Rely: if thread t is



1 // Pre: no lock owned
2 lock(parent);
3 child=lookup(parent,name);
4 lock(child);

5 // Perform checks and
6 // do unlink/rmdir
7 ...
8 unlock(parent);

Figure 3: Code snippet for nested locking in
unlink/rmdir. The release of parent may be blocked by
the acquisition of child. Code for error handling omitted.

blocked, spinning inside the while loop of lock, t relies on
definite release, i.e., the increase of owner by lock holder;
t can acquire the lock, because it needs to wait for a finite
number of definite releases only. Guarantee: once t acquires
the lock of cur, assuming that lookup terminates, t guarantees
to fulfill the release without waiting for any definite release.

4.2 Hierarchical Layering
Some file system operations require nested locking (holding
one lock and requesting another). For instance, consider the
algorithm for removing an inode (in unlink or rmdir) in
Fig. 3. The algorithm acquires parent to look up child.
The lock on parent does not protect its children. To check
whether child can be removed, we acquire child. When the
operation finishes, it releases parent.

Unfortunately, in such nested locking, the release of the
first lock may be blocked waiting for the release of the second
lock. Hence, the guarantee of the first lock’s definite release
no longer holds.

If we stick to LiLi’s approach in §4.1, we cannot prove
the first lock by using its definite release, but have to specify
more fine-grained actions that can definitely happen without
waiting for any actions. For instance, acquiring parent may
have to wait for (1) the release of child if the thread that owns
parent is blocked requesting child, and (2) the release of
parent if the thread that owns parent is not blocked. As a
result, the proof for lock(parent) explicitly considers how
lock(child) would be unblocked first, which is not modular.
A modular approach would verify each line of code separately.
The evaluation in §7.2 shows that LiLi’s approach may cost 7
times the proof effort (measured in the lines of Coq) than our
modular approach presented below.

We define lock dependency as below.
Definition 2 (Lock Dependency)

For nested locking in order of A and B, the definite release
of lock A may depend on the definite release of lock B. This
defines the lock dependency relation from A to B.

Intuition on termination. Lock dependency coincides with
waits-for dependency (§3). Fig. 4a shows the possible lock
dependencies in a file system as a waits-for graph. There is a
lock dependency from a parent to its child, as shown by the
directed edge. The dependencies extend transitively to the par-
ent’s descendants. For example, root has a lock dependency
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Figure 4: Waits-for graphs and layerings. Hierarchical lay-
ering accounts for parent-child lock dependencies. Dynamic
layering captures the dynamic lock dependencies in rename.

on B, which has a lock dependency on C. If the waits-for graph
ever contains a cycle, the system is deadlocked.

The good news is that this waits-for graph so far follows
the file system tree, so the dependency chain ends at the leaf
inodes. The definite release of a leaf inode does not wait for
anything. The definite releases of other inodes in the chain
occur one by one in the leaf-to-root direction. Consequently,
the definite release of all inodes must happen, ensuring that
the parent-child nested locking terminates.

Hierarchical layering for definite releases. It is not harmful
for definite releases to have dependencies as long as the de-
pendencies are not circular. To formalize this intuition, we
choose to assign a layer to each definite release, and allow a
definite release to wait only for a higher-numbered one. In
a file system, we use hierarchical layering — the layer of
an inode’s definite release (an inode’s layer in short) is the
length of the path from root. For instance, in Fig. 4a, root
is assigned 0, and after each hop, the layer increases by one.

More formally, hierarchical layering can be represented as
below. A layer function H L takes the inode number inum
and file system state FS to return inum’s layer under FS. If
inum is reachable from the root, distance computes the length
of path (with type Nat) from the root to inum under FS. The
layer is undefined otherwise.

H L(inum,FS)
def
= distance(root(FS),inum,FS) if defined

For a well-formed FS, each inode is reachable from the
root following a unique path, i.e., each inode has a uniquely
determined layer. Hence, inodes are totally ordered, and de-
pendencies are not circular for any well-formed FS (assume FS
does not change for now). Users specify the well-formedness
of FS as invariants (e.g., each child has only one parent), and
prove that invariants always hold.

Modular reasoning with layering. Each thread should still
guarantee to release an acquired lock. But its fulfillment
can wait for a higher-numbered definite release. Hierarchical
layering ensures the wait is not circular. A thread proves
the termination of a lock statement independently by only
relying on definite release of the lock.



def lock_rename(d1,d2):
1 if(d1==d2){
2 lock(d1);return;}
3 lock(rename_mutex);
4 if(ancestor(d2,d1)){
5 lock(d2);

6 lock(d1);
7 return;
8 }

9 lock(d1); TDep:=(d1,d2)

10 lock(d2); TDep:=None

11 return;

Figure 5: Nested locking in lock_rename. The lock-
ing order is dynamic, e.g., lock_rename(d1,d2) and
lock_rename(d2,d1) may acquire d1 and d2 in an opposite
order. Code in gray boxes captures the dynamic order using
ghost state. These locks are released when rename exits.

Layering decouples the dependency between definite re-
leases and enables modular reasoning for Fig. 3. When
t is blocked inside lock(parent), t relies on definite re-
lease of parent, and proves termination by considering
only parent’s internal waiting queue, without looking into
other code. t proves lock(child) similarly. After t acquires
parent, its definite release requires to prove parent’s layer
is less than child, which is true by definition of layers.

4.3 Dynamic Layering

The rename operation moves an inode (more precisely, the
subtree with the inode as root) from its old parent to a new par-
ent. It needs to acquire the locks of both directories to ensure
atomicity. The function lock_rename in Fig. 5 is a simplified
version of the implementation of Linux VFS (ignore the code
in gray boxes for now). If the two directories are the same, it
only needs to acquire one lock. To avoid concurrent issues,
VFS requires a cross-directory rename to acquire the global
per-filesystem lock rename_mutex. Holding rename_mutex
prevents another cross-directory rename from changing the
ancestry relationship. Furthermore, to not conflict with the
parent-child order, if one directory is the ancestor to another,
it acquires the ancestor first. If not, the locking order does not
matter, so the code chooses a default order, i.e., old parent
first (d1 before d2).

Dynamic lock dependency. In contrast to the parent-child
lock dependency, the lock dependency in lock_rename
cannot be predetermined. Specifically, prior to acquiring
rename_mutex, the lock dependency between d1 and d2 is
not stable since other threads might dynamically alter it. Once
rename_mutex is acquired, the lock dependency becomes
fixed. If d2 is an ancestor to d1, the lock dependency is from
d2 to d1 as shown in lines 5-6. Otherwise, it is from d1 to
d2 as shown in lines 9-10. Furthermore, after lines 6 and 10
where the code has acquired the respective locks for d1 and
d2, we can remove the dependency between them, because
one of them no longer waits for the other.

Intuition on termination. The waits-for graph remains acyclic
during lock_rename, which ensures termination. Before

lock_rename executes, the graph is tree-shaped. Then there
is a dynamic lock dependency between d1 and d2. According
to the locking rules in lock_rename, this dynamic lock de-
pendency is not from a child to its ancestor, and thus does not
form a cycle with existing parent-child dependencies. Finally,
removing the dynamic lock dependency will not introduce a
cycle. The acyclicity of the waits-for graph ensures that defi-
nite releases happen in order, despite dynamically-changing
lock dependencies. The code terminates, because all definite
releases are guaranteed to be satisfied.
Dynamic layering. We propose dynamic layering to capture
the lock dependency in lock_rename. The layer for each in-
ode is defined as the length of the longest path from the root
in the waits-for graph. For instance, after the introduced dy-
namic lock dependency (drawn as a dashed arrow) in Fig. 4b,
the longest path from root to B is root-A-B, so the layer for
B is now 2.

To encode dynamic layers, we leverage ghost state [75], a
commonly used verification technique. Ghost state is added
by users in the abstract model to assist the proof, which does
not influence (or exist in) the concrete program. We intro-
duce a temporary dependency TDep, a globally unique value
that tracks the lock dependency introduced by lock_rename.
TDep is an option type of a pair of inums, i.e., either None or
(inum1,inum2) representing there is a lock dependency from
inum1 to inum2.

Dynamic layering DL is defined below. DL takes inum
to return its layer under full state S, where S includes file
system state FS and ghost state TDep. The root inode has
layer 0. If there is no dynamic dependency to inum, i.e., inum
does not equal the second item in TDep (written TDep.inum2
for simplicity), inum’s layer is one plus its parent’s layer. If
inum equals TDep.inum2, its layer is one plus the larger layer
between the hierarchical layers (as defined in §4.2) of its
parent and TDep.inum1. Otherwise, the layer is undefined.

S= (FS,TDep)

DL(inum,S)
def
=

0 if inum= root(FS)
DL(par,S)+1 if ∃par,parent(par,inum,FS)

∧inum 6= TDep.inum2
max{H L(TDep.inum1,FS),

H L(par,FS)}+1
if ∃par,parent(par,inum,FS)

∧inum= TDep.inum2
undefined otherwise

This definition focuses on inode locks. For the per-
filesystem lock rename_mutex, we also specify a definite
release, whose layer is a special minimum value so it can
depend on all other definite releases.

The code in gray boxes (Fig. 5) presents feasible updates
to TDep. Only the thread that holds rename_mutex can set
TDep, and TDep is None when no thread holds rename_mutex.
TDep is set to (d1,d2) after lock(d1) in line 9 to represent
the upcoming lock dependency from d1 to d2. Note that we
do not need to set TDep after lock(d2) in line 5 because the



lock dependency from d2 to d1 is already present in the waits-
for graph due to transitive parent-child dependencies. We set
TDep to None after line 10 to remove the lock dependency.

Reasoning with dynamic layering. Each lock statement still
enjoys a modular proof by relying on its definite release. The
guarantee of definite release can wait for a higher-numbered
definite release. Now, taking state changes into consideration,
we must further prove that the dependency relation (i.e., layer
relation) stays unchanged during the wait. We call this the
dependency condition.

The dependency condition is vital to acyclicity. Note that a
circular dependency can happen only if a state change intro-
duces a direct or indirect dependency opposite to an existing
dependency. However, the dependency condition forbids this,
by requiring the dependency relation to be stable.

Let’s prove the dependency condition for Fig. 3. When
a thread has acquired parent, and gets blocked by
lock(child) at line 4, parent’s definite release waits for
that of child. The dependency condition requires to show that
parent is lower-numbered than child, even in the presence
of concurrent operations modifying file-system state. This
is the case because (1) the current thread holding parent
prevents a concurrent unlink/rmdir/rename from removing
child and (2) according to the definition of DL , child’s
layer is greater than or equals parent’s layer +1.

4.4 Directory Locking in Linux VFS
To understand whether dynamic layering scales to more di-
rectory locking orders in VFS, we extend dynamic layering
to cover all the nested locking scenarios mentioned in the
Linux documentation [29]. The extra lock dependencies that
have not been discussed yet are the following: (1) the dir-to-
non-dir dependency, from a directory to a non-directory, and
(2) the inode-pointer (i.e., inode address) dependency, from
a non-directory to a non-directory with larger inode pointer.
For instance, (1) link creation locks the parent and then the
non-directory source, or (2) rename locks the source and the
target when they are non-directories.

To capture these dependencies, a layer could either be (Dir,
nat) for a directory with its dynamic layer (DL defined in
§4.3), or (NonDir, addr) for a non-directory with its inode
address. Comparison rules are:

• (Dir, nat) < (NonDir, addr) for the dir-to-non-dir depen-
dency;

• (NonDir, addr1) < (NonDir, addr2) iff addr1 < addr2
for the inode-pointer dependency;

• (Dir, n1) < (Dir, n2) iff n1 < n2.

These rules give a total order of layers, because a direc-
tory is always acquired before a non-directory and the two
groups are ordered by dynamic layers and inode pointers,
respectively.

/

A B

C

t1:rename(/A, /B) t2: rmdir(B,C)

t3: rename(/A/X, /B/C/Y)

X

Figure 6: A deadlock bug in Linux VFS. Locking order
according to increasing inode pointer order is (C, A, B), which
conflicts with parent-child order (B, C).

When layers do not change, deadlocks will not happen if
the code acquires locks in this total order (this can be easily
verified). When considering layer changes, one proves the
dependency condition to prevent circular dependency. We
have shown the reasoning for the most challenging case, i.e.,
rename in §4.3. Proof of all other cases is provided in [99].

Doing the proofs helped us uncover a flaw in a recent
version of the locking scheme (commit 28ecee [53]). Apart
from locking the two parents, rename may also need to lock
the source inode (under the old parent) to be renamed, and the
target inode (under the new parent) if it already exists. The
locking rules before commit 28ecee used to be:

• locking the source if it is a non-directory;

• locking the target if it exists;

• (if one need to lock both) locking them following the order
mentioned above, i.e., directory before non-directory, and
non-directories in inode pointer order.

However, commit 28ecee additionally locks the source even
when it is a directory, for the purpose of updating its pointer
to the new parent. For a non-cross-directory rename, this in-
troduces a new, dynamic order between source and target
subdirectories that is not protected by rename_mutex. Com-
mit 28ecee takes it for granted that locking source and target
subdirectories (and also two parents) in inode pointer order
would be enough to establish a total order between directories.

However, the problem is that inode pointer order is not
transitive with parent-child order, as shown in Fig. 6. Specif-
ically, assume the inode pointer order is C < A < B (all are
directories) and assume three operations have finished path-
name lookups. t3 owns rename_mutex and C, and requests A.
t1 owns root and A, and requests B. t1 owns B, and requests C.
Now, there is a deadlock. The maintainer confirmed this [98].

The fix [87] is to acquire the source subdirectory only in the
cross-directory rename case, because a non-cross-directory
rename does not change the parent of the source. The locking
of source and target subdirectories is now protected under
rename_mutex, and we can capture this order by constructing
a dynamic layering (see [99] for details).



We found this flaw when we failed to define the dynamic
layering specification for the scheme. Indeed, having a formal
specification that effectively captures lock dependencies is
crucial. Such a specification not only aids in conducting for-
mal proofs, but also enhances our fundamental understanding
of the system. Interestingly, even without engaging in code
proofs, the specification itself can help uncover practical bugs
and vulnerabilities.

4.5 Discussion about Support for Delay
A thread will not terminate if it is infinitely delayed in an
infinite loop. For example, when a thread requests an unfair
lock, e.g., test-and-set lock, other threads repeatedly preempt
the lock first. Delays are benign as long as there is whole-
system progress, e.g., the thread that preempts the lock can
make progress. To allow benign delays, while preventing infi-
nite delay without whole-system progress, previous work [64]
proposed the concept of token transfer. The basic premise is
that each thread is assigned a finite number of tokens. When
a thread causes delays for other threads, it should either show
progress itself or consume its tokens.

Let us go back to the discussion in §3. The waits-for graph
grows due to normal execution or delay; either case has a de-
creasing metric that shows progress. When a thread normally
executes, although it may get blocked by a while loop, its code
size decreases. We assume a fixed but arbitrary number of
threads to ensure the waits-for graph does not grow infinitely.
In the delay case, a thread is made to execute more steps and
may get blocked, but the delaying thread shows progress or
consumes its tokens.

The mechanism for delay is necessary for proving the ab-
sence of livelock, where a thread is constantly delayed in
infinite loops. This pattern does not appear in RefFS. For the
sake of simplicity in presentation, we will omit these details.

5 The MoLi Framework

5.1 Overview
The MoLi framework verifies the functional correctness and
termination of file systems based upon the following ideas.

• MoLi expresses correctness with termination-preserving
refinement [66], which means that all observable events
(e.g., output and termination events) from the implemen-
tation (i.e., concrete data structures and operations) must
also be produced from the abstraction (i.e., logical lay-
outs and abstract operations over them). Hence, func-
tional correctness and termination of implementation is
ensured, provided the abstraction is correct in these aspects.
Termination-preserving refinement also helps build proofs
in a layered way, i.e., low-level code can be replaced by its
abstraction in a higher-layer proof. For instance, the proof
of applications can use the abstraction of file systems.

Termination-

preserving refinement

C impl (Coq)

Spec Proof in MoLiCoq

exeC implInference rules

Figure 7: The MoLi workflow. Users provide a specification.
MoLi helps users develop code proofs with inference rules.

• MoLi supports compositional concurrency reasoning with
rely and guarantee conditions [35, 49]. A rely condition
specifies the interference that a thread will accept from
the other threads. A guarantee condition specifies the tran-
sitions that a thread will make. If the rely condition of
a thread is implied by the guarantee of all other threads,
and each thread is individually correct, then the concurrent
system is correct.

MoLi supports modular liveness reasoning with layered
definite actions. Fig. 7 shows the workflow of MoLi. MoLi is
a framework built on Coq. MoLi supports the verification of
C language (the Coq model of C language follows an existing
framework [101]). Users specify the specification (§5.2), and
then follow the inference rules provided by MoLi to manually
perform the Hoare-style verification (§5.3). The framework is
sound, which ensures that the proof implies the termination-
preserving refinement.

5.2 Specification in MoLi

A specification includes the abstraction, rely-guarantee con-
ditions, invariants, definite actions, and the layer function, as
defined next.

Abstraction. The abstraction includes the abstract represen-
tation of the concrete state and abstract operations (Aop) on
it. An abstraction can hide implementation details, which is
easier to check and less error-prone than the concrete imple-
mentation. MoLi provides a specification language, which
allows users to write non-atomic abstract operations. The lan-
guage has standard commands such as while and if, and is
suitable for expressing abstract operations: (1) the language’s
state includes the abstract state and a local abstract stack,
which maps variables to abstract values, e.g., lists; (2) the
language supports user-supplied primitives that model atomic
transitions of abstract state; (3) it also supports atomic block
〈C〉 where C executes atomically (see §6.1 for an example).

State. In MoLi, state includes not only the concrete state
accessed by the implementation, but also several auxiliary
parts, i.e., the specfication language’s state, tokens, and ghost
state. MoLi uses tokens as local state to ensure termination
(as explained in §5.3). Users may also introduce ghost state,
which exists only in the abstract model, to assist verification.

Rely/guarantee conditions (R/G) and invariants (I). R and G
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Figure 8: Logic for termination of a while loop. Users spec-
ify the number of tokens and a well-founded metric ♦. In
the non-blocking case, tokens strictly decrease for each iter-
ation. In the blocking case, ♦ strictly decreases whenever a
waited definite action (D ′) executes. When ♦ decreases to its
minimum, the thread is no longer blocked. The dependency
condition enforces an enabled definite action (D) waits only
for a higher-numbered one (D ′).

define the allowed state transitions and are checked at each
step: one checks that (1) the current thread’s state transitions
satisfy G, (2) the pre-/post-conditions of a command stay true,
even when a concurrent thread changes the state, as long as
this change is allowed by R, and (3) I specifies an invariant on
state, which must remain true under all transitions. R/G and I
define the concurrency protocol. Previous efforts [35, 101]
provide more detail.

Definite action and layer function. A definite action describes
a state transition, written P ; Q, which means that, once
assertion P is true, (1) Q will eventually hold, and (2) P is
preserved by both current and environmental thread until Q
holds. The second condition ensures that P may not become
false until the definite action is fulfilled. A definite action
is called enabled when P holds. A layer function L takes a
definite action and a state S to return a layer if defined.

5.3 Verification in MoLi
The judgement L ,D,R,G, I ` {P∧Aop}C{Q∧skip}means
(1) starting from the precondition P, the operation C must
terminate to reach the postcondition Q, and meanwhile (2)
an abstract operation terminates (from Aop to skip), simu-
lating the concrete operation C. Here, both P and Q imply
the invariant I and specify the consistency relation between
the concrete and abstract state. MoLi provides inference rules
to help users prove the judgement holds. A top-level rule,
called the OBJECT rule, proves the well-formedness of the
specification and the judgement for each method of the object.
The OBJECT rule establishes termination of the implementa-
tion and abstraction, and a termination-preserving refinement
between them. To verify each method, users follow inference
rules of C language statements to step through the program.

Most rules for C language, e.g., sequence and if rules, are
standard and similar to previous work [35, 101]. We explain
the WHILE rule (see Fig. 8 and the simplified rule below).

Termination of a while loop. The WHILE rule requires estab-
lishing the judgement of the loop body (see the first line of
the rule). Assuming the loop body can terminate, we check
whether the loop is blocked by other threads. Based on that,
the logic uses different strategies to ensure termination, i.e.,
consumption of tokens in the non-blocking case and decrease
of metric by executing definite actions in the blocking case.

L ,D,R,G, I ` {P∧B}C{P}
if not blocked, consume tokens
if blocked, prove conditions 1©- 4©
(see 1©- 4© in the text and Fig. 8)

L ,D,R,G, I ` {P}while (B){C}{P∧¬B} (WHILE)

If the while loop is not blocked, we must show the while
loop can iterate for only a finite number of rounds. Follow-
ing previous efforts [46, 64], we require that each iteration
consumes resources called tokens. Users specify the number
of tokens before the while loop. The loop terminates after
exhausting its tokens. For instance, the traversal while loop
in Fig. 2a can iterate only a finite number of rounds, bounded
by the length of path, which specifies the number of tokens.

In contrast, if a thread t is blocked, its termination relies on
definite actions of other threads. Users define a well-found
metric (i.e., that cannot infinitely decrease) for the while loop.
Whenever a definite action happens, the metric must decrease.
When the metric decreases to its minimum, the thread is no
longer blocked. Specifically, users prove the following.

1© Blocked condition: if t is blocked, t must be waiting for
some definite action D ′ (to be specified) to happen, which
is enabled on another thread.

2© Dependency condition: if t has an enabled definite action
D, its layer must stay less than that of D ′ until D ′ is
fulfilled.

3© Metric decrease: whenever D ′ is fulfilled, the metric
decreases.

4© Metric non-increase: the metric never increases.

Let us prove the termination of ticket lock in Fig. 2b under
the above conditions. Suppose a thread t is blocked in the
while loop of lock(cur). A precondition is that t does not
own cur. Then we can prove 1© t waits for the definite release
of cur, which is enabled on another thread. If t has enabled
definite actions, e.g., t has acquired other locks, the layer
function must have captured these lock dependencies. With
the layer function, users prove 2© the layers of owned locks
are stably less than cur until t’s ticket equals cur.owner.
One can specify the well-founded metric as t.i-cur.owner,
which measures the distance from t’s ticket to the current
owner. 3© The metric decreases whenever an environment
thread increases cur.owner, and 4© never increases. When
the metric decreases to zero, the loop terminates.



Lock abstraction. We can prove the termination of lock im-
plementations with the WHILE rule. But MoLi follows recent
work [65], and provides a specialized inference rule for fair
locks (e.g., ticket lock) to ease the burden. The abstract state
of a lock is an integer L, whose value is either 0 when available
or t when owned by thread t.

The reasoning of a lock operation is similar to the WHILE
rule, only with a different metric non-increase condition: the
metric never increases under transitions where the lock keeps
being unavailable. We allow the metric to increase when the
lock is available, because a fair lock guarantees that, if the
lock becomes available for a finite number of times, a thread
will eventually become the first to the lock.

Definiteness of definite actions. The WHILE rule assumes
that a definite action will be fulfilled once enabled. To meet
this assumption, the OBJECT rule checks two things.

• Well-formedness: all steps preserve an enabled definite
action of some thread except that the thread itself may
fulfill the definite action.

• Postcondition restriction: the postcondition of an opera-
tion implies no enabled definite actions.

MoLi requires an enabled definite action to be fulfilled
because the following conditions hold.

• When an operation terminates, it must be fulfilled accord-
ing to the postcondition restriction.

• Whenever the thread is blocked in a while loop, the proof
of while loop ensures the termination by only relying on
higher-layer definite actions according to the dependency
condition; intuitively, this will not introduce unsound cir-
cular dependencies, so those higher-layer definite actions
can indeed be fulfilled.

• The thread is proved to terminate, and thus fulfills the
definite action itself due to well-formedness.

Soundness. After users prove each operation by following
the inference rules, the framework constructs an overall ter-
mination metric for each thread, and shows that the overall
metric strictly decreases. The overall metric combines several
metrics that users have provided in their proofs.

• The totally ordered layering of definite actions ensures
that the waits-for graph shrinks until the thread’s waited
definite action is not blocked.

• The well-founded metric for a while loop measures the
progress from the execution of the waited definite action,
until the while loop is not blocked.

• The while loop tokens count down the iterations.

We have formally proved the following main theorem
(see [100] for the full pen-and-paper proof).

// Error handling omitted
// Def of Inode omitted
struct inodelock{
Inode *inode;
int refcount;
lock lk;

}

def getilock(ilock):
〈ilock->refcount++〉

def putilock(ilock):
〈ilock->refcount--;
if(ilock->refcount==0){
free(ilock);

}〉

def traversal(cur,path):
local i=0, ret;
getilock(cur);
while(path[i]){
ret=lookup(cur,path[i]);
cur=ret;i++;}

return cur;

def lookup(par,name):
local child;
lock(par);
child=find(par,name);
getilock(child);
unlock(par);
putilock(par);
return child;

Figure 9: Reference counting and traversal in RefFS. By
holding a refcount in hand, lookup requests par without
worrying par has been freed.

Theorem 1 (Main Theorem)
Given the implementation and abstraction, if there exist

rely/guarantee conditions, an invariant, definite actions
and a layer function, such that for each operation C of
the implementation and corresponding abstract operation
Aop, the judgment (L ,D,R,G, I ` {P∧Aop}C{Q∧skip})
holds w.r.t. the pre-/post-conditions by applying inference
rules, then the implementation ensures termination and is a
termination-preserving refinement of the abstraction.

6 Design and Verification of RefFS

RefFS is a concurrent in-memory file system running on
FUSE. We verify its interfaces that manipulate the file system
structure (e.g., mkdir/mknod, rmdir/unlink and rename),
and that perform input and output to files (e.g., open, read,
write and close). This covers most common operations.

6.1 Implementation and Abstraction
RefFS reuses code from a previously verified concurrent file
system, AtomFS [101], e.g., the internal functions that op-
erate on directories and files. However, RefFS uses refer-
ence counting (refcounting) for traversal, which is more fine-
grained and provides better performance than lock coupling
used by AtomFS. Consequently, the rename implementation,
file-descriptor-based interfaces and abstraction of RefFS are
different from AtomFS, as explained below. We also prove
liveness guarantee of RefFS.

Refcounting. In Fig. 9, struct inodelock wraps over an in-
ode with a lock for protecting the struct, and a reference
count for resource reclamation. The refcount field counts
the references to the struct. getilock increases refcount



by one. putilock decreases refcount by one and frees
the struct when refcount becomes zero. In other words,
refcount can prevent use-after-free as long as a thread still
holds a refcount that other threads may not decrease (i.e.,
refcount>0). We use the atomic block notation 〈C〉 to rep-
resent that command C executes atomically. This is achieved
with locks (not shown in the code).

To correctly implement refcounting, RefFS takes care of
the following aspects.

1© Initialization: when allocated, an inode’s refcount is
initialized to 1, marking that there is one reference in
its parent’s directory entry; this refcount is decreased
when the inode is removed from its parent (the root’s
initial reference cannot be decreased).

2© Reference increase: a thread can increase the refcount
of an inode when it already holds its refcount (a thread
can directly increase the refcount of root).

3© Reference decrease: a thread can decrease a refcount
that belongs to the thread, e.g., the thread has increased
the refcount previously.

4© Reference counting: each thread decreases the refcount
that it no longer needs, and the value of refcount equals
the number of all references combined.

3© is the key to stablizing refcount>0 and preventing use-
after-free, because if a thread has increased a refcount, other
threads may not arbitrarily decrease it. The above refcounting
protocols are formalized as rely/guarantee conditions and
invariants, and proved for RefFS.

Let us see how the traversal function in Fig. 9 obeys and
leverages the above protocols. The precondition specifies that
either cur is root, or the current thread holds a reference to
cur, so that traversal can increase the refcount of cur
( 2©). The code invokes lookup for each item of the path.
lookup can request par’s lock without worrying that par
is freed, because the code holds par’s refcount ( 3©). After
having found the child in par, the thread holds a reference
to child, due to owning the directory entry of child in par.
Therefore, it can increase the refcount of child ( 2©). It then
releases par’s lock and refcount ( 3© and 4©).

Refcounting provides the following performance benefits.

• During path traversal, there are intervals where an oper-
ation has searched the parent directory and is about to
lookup the child directory. The operation does not need
to nestedly lock parent and child to protect the child from
being freed during the interval. Instead, traversal pre-
vents use-after-free by holding a refcount of child. This
creates more parallelism because concurrent operations
can bypass each other during path traversal.

• Some operations use a file descriptor (FD) to directly
access an inode, and leverage refcounting to prevent use-
after-free. For instance, open increases the refcount of

def rename(src,sn,dst,dn):
1 ... //Traverse common
path of src and dst

2 rel=pathrel(src,dst);
3 if(rel!=0){
4 lock(rename_mutex);}
5 ... //Traverse to get
src and dst directories

6 if (rel==0){
7 lock(sdir);
8 } else if(rel==1){
9 lock(sdir);

10 lock(ddir);
11 } else {
12 lock(ddir);

13 TDep:=(ddir,sdir)

14 lock(sdir); }
15 ...
16 //If dn exists in ddir

17 TDep:=(sdir,dchild)

18 lock(dchild);
19 TDep:=None

20 ...

Figure 10: Highlighting lock acquisitions of RefFS
rename. pathrel(src,dst) returns 0 if src equals dst,
returns 1 if src is a proper prefix of dst, and returns -1 in
other cases. Depending on the result, the code decides whether
to acquire rename_mutex after traversing the common path
of src and dst. Code in gray boxes updates ghost state.

the target inode, and returns the inum as FD, thereafter,
read and write operations can directly access the inode.

Refcounting brings challenges for liveness reasoning be-
cause we need to consider more intricate lock dependencies
of FS operations. Specifically, when using lock coupling (con-
current operations cannot bypass each other), an operation
that starts the traversal first would not be blocked. This is
not the case with refcounting: an operation may be blocked
by another operation that bypasses it, or by a file-descriptor-
based operation. Nevertheless, MoLi’s modular verification
approach effectively manages the complexities.

Rename implementation. In Fig. 10 (ignore the code in gray
boxes for now), src/dst is the path to the old/new parent, and
sn/dn is the name of source/target. rename first traverses the
common path of src and dst (using traversal in Fig. 9).
After getting the reference of their least common ancestor, the
algorithm decides whether this is a cross-directory rename
by comparing src and dst. If they are not equal (or cross-
directory), the code acquires rename_mutex. The code then
traverses the remaining path to get the references of the old
and new parents. Holding rename_mutex ensures that the rel-
ative position between the two directories will not be changed
by concurrent renames. Therefore, one may use the path argu-
ments to know whether they are ancestors to each other, e.g.,
if src is a proper prefix of dst, this means that sdir is an
ancestor to ddir. The code acquires the lock of the ancestor
first. Otherwise, it will acquire them in a default order. If the
target (i.e., dchild) already exists, the code acquires its lock.

Non-atomic abstraction. The abstraction of RefFS consists of
abstract file system state and abstract operations. The abstract
file system, called AFS, is a mapping of inode number (inum)
to an abstract inode. An abstract inode is either a file (a list
of bytes) or a directory (a mapping of name to inum).

For an operation that needs path traversal, the correspond-



def MKDIR(path,n):
1 local cur=root,tmp,i=0;
2 while(path[i]){
3 〈tmp=lookup(cur,path[i]);

4 if(tmp==NULL){
5 return -1;}
6 cur=tmp;i++〉}
7 ret do_mkdir(cur,n);

Figure 11: Abstract operation MKDIR of RefFS. MKDIR
consists of a series of atomic directory lookups (line 3-6) and
an atomic critical section (line 7).

ing abstract operation hides as much implementation detail as
possible (e.g., hiding refcount, locks and internal data struc-
ture), and guarantees atomic directory lookups and an atomic
fulfillment of the operation after locating the target inodes.
Fig. 11 shows the abstract operation MKDIR. lookup and
do_mkdir primitives model atomic transitions of the abstract
file system. We simplify the abstract operation by grouping
the loop body (lines 3-6) into an atomic block.

6.2 Verification of RefFS

We use ghost state, the temporary dependency TDep, to assist
the proof, as introduced in §4.3. In Fig. 10, code in gray
boxes updates it. TDep is set to (ddir, sdir) before line 14
to represent the upcoming lock dependency between them.
TDep may be updated to (sdir,dchild) before line 18 to
establish the lock dependency from sdir to dchild. TDep is
reset to None after line 18.

The termination proofs include the checks in the OBJECT
rule and the termination proof of locks and while loops. Since
while loops are not blocked in RefFS, their proofs are trivial.

Definiteness check. The well-formedness of definite releases
holds because once a thread holds a lock, all steps keep the
fact true until the thread releases the lock itself. The post-
condition of each operation specifies that the thread does not
own any lock, so it must be the case that definite releases are
fulfilled before the thread reaches the end.

Proof for locks. When thread t is blocked in lock(L), t waits
for the definite release of L (specified as D ′ ). The metric is 0
when L is available and 1 otherwise. The following holds. (1)
Blocked condition: some thread t’ holds L, so D ′ is enabled on
t’. (2) Dependency condition: the dynamic layering ensures
that for any lock that t owns, its layer is stably lower than L.
(3) Metric decrease: when L is released, the metric decreases.
(4) Metric non-increase for the lock: when L is not available,
the metric stays 1 and never increases.

7 Evaluation

This section empirically answers several questions:

• Can RefFS provide good performance for real-world
applications, and does reference-counting perform better
compared with lock-coupling (§7.1)?
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Figure 12: Applications. The figure shows the running time of
different applications, i.e., git, make and cp. Largefile operates
on a big file with 10MB. Smallfile operates on 10K files with
1KB size.

• Compared with previous work, how modular are the
termination proofs using MoLi (§7.2)?

• How much is the verification effort (§7.3)?

• Can MoLi help eliminate bugs in practice (§7.4)?

7.1 Performance Evaluation

Experimental setup. We run all of the experiments on a
server machine (AWS EC2 i3.metal instance) with 72 cores
(2.3GHz), 512GB DRAM, and a local 15,200GB SSD (8
disks) running Linux 5.15.8. We limit our experiments to one
36-core socket to avoid variability. We compare the perfor-
mance of RefFS to the widely-used disk file system ext4 [84],
the verified concurrent file system AtomFS [101], the verified
concurrent NFS server DaisyNFS [20], and an in-memory file
system tmpfs. All the file systems use in-memory storage.

Application performance. RefFS is complete enough to run
many kinds of realistic software, including Vim [85] and
GCC [37]. To evaluate application performance, we select
two microbenchmarks and three application workloads: LFS
microbenchmark [71, 77], cloning the git repository of xv6-
public, compiling the sources of the xv6 file system with a
makefile and copying the source code of qemu. These work-
loads are also used by previous verified file systems [22, 101].
The application workloads use only a single core.

In Fig. 12, RefFS achieves similar results to AtomFS, and
better performance than DaisyNFS in most cases, due to the
network I/O overhead of DaisyNFS. The worse performance
of RefFS compared with tmpfs and ext4 is due mainly to
the lack of fine-grained optimizations, e.g., highly optimized
path traversals and optimized structures for data and metadata.
Running RefFS with FUSE also introduces overhead. These
issues can be overcome by more engineering.

File system scalability. We adopt two commonly used work-
loads in Filebench [36], Fileserver and Webproxy, to measure
the scalability of RefFS. We evaluate with 16 cores and in-
crease the number of threads used in the workloads. We do
not evaluate DaisyNFS because its in-memory disk can only
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Figure 13: Scalability of RefFS. The overall scalability of
RefFS is similar to AtomFS.
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Figure 14: Speedup of RefFS over AtomFS. RefFS achieves
higher speedup over AtomFS as the directory depth increases
in LargeFile benchmarks.

support about 400MB of space, while the scalability tests
consume more than 3GB in many cases.

The speedup results are in Fig. 13. RefFS can scale up
to 9 cores. AtomFS shows a similar scalability, but the ac-
tual throughput (not shown in figure) of RefFS is better than
AtomFS at all loads (1.08–1.43x higher in Fileserver and 1.03–
1.32x higher in Webproxy). RefFS’s performance is worse
than ext4 and tmpfs, as expected.

Other benefits of reference counting. AtomFS uses lock cou-
pling to traverse the path even for read and write operations.
In RefFS, reference counting allows read and write to directly
access the inode because open has increased the inode’s ref-
erence. To show the benefit of this, we evaluate RefFS and
AtomFS using LargeFile benchmarks under different depths
of directories. In Fig. 14, with the depth increase, the speedup
of RefFS over AtomFS becomes higher in both seq-write and
seq-read tests in LargeFile.

Table 1: Lines of Coq proof for verifying RefFS.

Component LOC Component LOC
Abstraction and aops .1K Invariant .7K
Rely/guarantee .4K Code .4K
Layered definite releases .1K Proof 32K
Total 33.7K

7.2 Modularity of Termination Proofs

Dynamically layered definite releases allow to verify each
lock separately, and reuse the termination proofs for all each
lock statement. To evaluate the benefits, we also use the non-
layered definite actions (LiLi’s approach in §4.1) to verify
the termination of a lock statement in RefFS. The crucial
difference is that the non-layered approach has to reason
globally about the dependency chain.

Suppose there is a lock dependency chain of root → B
→ C as shown in Fig. 4a, where each thread in the chain
owns a lock and requests the next lock except the last thread.
Now suppose t wants to acquire root’s lock. To prove t’s
progress, LiLi’s non-layered approach needs to prove how
the chain gets shorter until t can acquire root. The following
complexities exist.

In LiLi’s approach, one must specify actions that can defi-
nitely happen on their own. In this case, t first waits for the
lock release of C. Defining the action needs following the
dependency chain, which requires a proof that the chain is
free of cycles. Proving this fact in a general situation requires
establishing global invariants, adding to the proof burden. The
resulting definite action is very fine-grained and less intuitive.

Furthermore, to show the progress created by the fine-
grained definite action, one should define a decreasing metric.
However, the definition of the metric is unavoidably complex.
Defining it as the length of the dependency chain does not
work. Because after lock C is released, the thread that owns B
acquires C, and may go on requesting other locks, thus getting
involved in a even longer dependency chain. As a result, defin-
ing this metric requires considering a thread’s local progress
(e.g., its remaining steps), and the length of the dependency
chain, with the former prioritized before the latter (we omit
further detail). This poses a significant proof burden in the
metric-decrease and metric-non-increase proofs.

By contrast, the specification and termination proof for a
lock statement with our layered approach (see §6.2) focus
only on the lock. The extra proof burden is the dependency
condition, which requires to show any owned locks are lower-
numbered than the lock to acquire. This proof is usually trivial
with dynamic layering. Code proofs in Coq have confirmed
the analysis—the non-layered approach needs 3K LOC while
the layered approach requires less than 0.4K LOC.

7.3 Verification Evaluation

Verification effort. MoLi reuses the code from CRL-H [101]
framework, including the support for C language and con-
currency reasoning. MoLi’s extension mainly devotes to the
logic for termination and the model of non-atomic abstract
operations, which is about 3K LOC. Table 1 shows the lines
of proof for verifying RefFS. RefFS also reuses AtomFS’s
internal functions inside the critical section and their proofs,
except that now we also verify termination.



Trusted computing base and tests. Our work has some trusted
parts. The abstraction of RefFS is trusted. VFS, FUSE, C
compiler, C implementation of a lock and memory allocator of
glibc are trusted. Termination proof assumes a fair scheduler
and a sequentially consistent hardware model. We also test
RefFS with xfstests, a comprehensive file system testing suite,
which reports no bugs.

Limitations. Our prototypes of MoLi and RefFS still have
limitations. Currently, RefFS is an in-memory file system
and does not consider crashes. In general, the reasoning for
termination is orthogonal to crashes because the recovery
procedure will restore the state to re-execute the code. Hence,
the termination proof still applies to the non-crash setting.
When a crash happens in the middle of a program, what MoLi
does not consider is the termination of the recovery procedure,
whose precondition is the crashed state. To support crash
safety, one may combine the techniques in DaisyNFS [18–20].

MoLi does not support reasoning about termination in the
presence of interrupts or exceptions. Similar to crash safety,
supporting them requires considering intermediate states.

RefFS has simplified read access to use exclusive locks.
Nevertheless, we can use read-write locks in RefFS and reason
with their implementations in MoLi.

7.4 Bug Discussion
We discuss whether MoLi can help find practical bugs. Non-
concurrent termination bugs such as logic and low level pro-
gramming errors [59, 83] will fail the proof, because one
cannot define a well-founded metric that decreases for each
iteration. In AA-deadlocks [25,58,72], when a thread requests
for a lock again, the layer of the waited action (definite re-
lease of the lock by other threads) is not larger than that of
enabled action (definite release of the lock by the current
thread), which will violate the dependency condition. In dead-
locks caused by nested blocking [6, 23, 39, 97], proof authors
either fail to define the layers, or define the wrong layers, later
finding that the layers cannot pass the dependency condition
proof.

For deadlocks with dynamic orders [3, 8, 55, 96], MoLi
allows defining state-dependent dynamic layers to precisely
represent such orders. Therefore, such bugs can be discovered
during proofs. For deadlocks that involve ad-hoc synchroniza-
tion [24,52,69], MoLi’s general notion of definite actions can
specify and verify them, similar to the bug types above.

These bug patterns also exist in other domains, e.g., mem-
ory management [27] and network [45] subsystems in an OS,
database and web applications [68]. Therefore, we believe
MoLi is also applicable to these domains.

8 Related Work

Starting from the seminal work of seL4 [57], these years
have witnessed tremendous progress on the verification of

systems, including operating systems [40, 73, 80], distributed
systems [43, 78, 92], file systems [21, 22, 47, 79] and many
others [26, 28, 63, 81, 88, 89]. Yet, only few of them guarantee
systems’ liveness, and none of the proposed frameworks could
be used for concurrent file systems.

VSync [74] relies on a special await loops shown in lock
implementations, and proposes await model checking to auto-
matically verify the termination of lock primitives, even under
weak memory models. It does not support general while loops.
VSync relies on a specific client library for correctness; the
client library may still not cover all corner cases, especially
for large-scale systems such as file systems.

CCAL [41] has been used to verify the termination of an
MCS lock [56] by organizing the implementation into layers.
However, it does not provide a program logic to guide the
proofs, so it is unclear how CCAL can be used to prove the
termination of concurrent file systems.

Ironfleet [43] verifies distributed systems with a blend of
TLA and Hoare style automated verification. However, this
methodology does not have the power for concurrency and
termination verification in file systems. Ironfleet’s reduction
approach for concurrency verification relies on implementa-
tion being atomic, but file systems, e.g., RefFS, are not atomic.
On termination, Ironfleet does not consider blocking and dy-
namic lock dependencies as shown in file systems.

Reference counting, a widely used technique in Linux, has
also caused many severe bugs [44]. Various methods (e.g.,
invariant-based [33,34] and anti-pattern based [44]) have been
proposed to detect these bugs. Although effective in practice,
they still suffer from false positives and false negatives. Our
work verifies the correctness of refcounting by showing the
implementation using it can refine an abstraction where its
details are hidden.

9 Conclusion

This paper has presented MoLi for verifying concurrent file
systems. It supports the dynamically layered definite releases
specification, with which we verify RefFS, the first modularly
verified concurrent file system with termination guarantee. We
also for the first time formally prove the correctness of direc-
tory locking scheme in Linux VFS. The formal specification
has helped us uncover real Linux bugs in practice.
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